
Ziflow fully manages the transition  
process from start-to-finish  
so you don’t have to.

No heavy lifting No missing work

Your Workfront ProofTM / ProofHQTM 

(WFP/PHQ) account is automatically 
synced to Ziflow so no work is lost  
in transition.

All the help you need 

Ziflow recommends workflow 
improvements, updates your training 
material, and provides all the resources 
your team needs to be successful. 

“It was an easy migration from what was potentially a quite 
large and scary migration from one system to the other.  
The fact that Ziflow had the ability to pull the old proofs, 
including all of the comments...I thought was just amazing.”

LEADING BRANDS AND AGENCIES SWITCH TO ZIFLOW

Luke Dennis, Producer at Linney

An easy move to make
Transition to the leader in online proofing  
with no heavy lifting and all the help you need.  

Moving from Workfront ProofTM (formerly ProofHQTM) to Ziflow



Start enjoying Ziflow
Once in Ziflow, your team enjoys all the benefits of 

partnering with the industry-leader in online proofing.

We provide Ziflow training and support. 

Our team updates your WFP/PHQ training material, translating  
it to reflect the Ziflow product experience. We also provide you with  
all the resources your team needs to get up-and-running quickly. 

We’ll help you move
You provide access to your WFP/PHQ account  

and we take care of the rest in three easy steps.

We prepare your Ziflow account.  

Our team prepares your new Ziflow account, importing users and configuring 
your custom properties, decision labels, and more to reflect your WFP/PHQ 
Proof account. We also evaluate your current workflows and recommend ways 
to improve them with capabilities unique to Ziflow. 

We transition your work to Ziflow. 

We move all of your proofs, workflow templates, folders, contacts, and groups 
to Ziflow. We’ve moved over two million proofs for new customers, syncing 
them so that any proof updates made in WFP/PHQ during the transition 
automatically appear in Ziflow.

New capabilities

More frequent feature releases for 
reviewing more of your media types.

Powerful workflows

More robust automation  
and integrations to simplify complex, 
multi-stage reviews.

Easy collaboration 

More ways to tailor collaboration  
to what works best for your team. 

For more information, please visit www.ziflow.com

We've moved over 2,000,000 proofs for new customers

https://www.ziflow.com/hubfs/PDFs/Ziflow%20vs%20WPPHQ%20%7C%20Feature%20Comparison.pdf

